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it is not only the word that is changing, but the way the american english language is spoken. it has evolved, and
the way it is used is different from the british. like the words, the syntax and the grammar is different in the two
languages. the british are fluent speakers of american english, but it is the way that they speak it that is not the

same as americans. we can already see the difference in the way these two languages are spoken in this article. in
fact, many americans still pronounce the s in her, him and its while the british often use an h. there are also some

words that have completely different meanings. for instance, the word apartment means a house or home in
american english, but it is a room in british english. there are many differences between the american and british

english language. it is difficult to know if you are speaking the right english, so there is a need to learn the
differences between the two languages. a good place to start is with this dictionary. most americans are familiar

with the word microphone, but they may not have many specific images associated with it. for instance, they may
not be familiar with the appearance of a microphone, or of the typical place where they are used. there are words
that are more than a hundred years old that are still used today. the words below are among the oldest english

words used in everyday speech, and some of these words are still commonly used today. this is a list of american
words and phrases that have become popular over the past few years. because of the internet, they have also

become "words of the millennium". the meaning of many of these words and phrases may be outdated, however.
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the dictionary of american
regional english provides

an up-to-date and
comprehensive guide to
the linguistic diversity of

american english. it
consists of more than

17,000 entries, with more
than 1.2 million definitions.

this reference helps the
reader to better

understand regional
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usages in both american
english and in the many

dialects of american
english. in this

comprehensive dictionary,
one can find hundreds of

entries for individual
words, from the most
commonly used to the

least known. the entries
are arranged alphabetically

with the senses listed
separately. the meanings

of the entries, many of
which are given in usage
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and linguistics contexts,
are well-illustrated, and the

glossaries often include
cross-references to the

related word senses. the
dictionary of american
regional english is a
comprehensive and

reliable reference for
students of american

english and of regional
american english. it

provides coverage of over
1,200,000 words and

includes more than 17,000
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entries, with more than
1,200,000 definitions. this

dictionary contains a
wealth of information on

the changing and
developing features of

american english and of
regional american english.
the dictionary of american

regional english is a
comprehensive and

reliable reference for
students of american

english and of regional
american english. it
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provides coverage of more
than 17,000 entries, with

more than 1.2 million
definitions. this dictionary

includes a wealth of
information on the

changing and developing
features of american

english and of regional
american english. if you
like to chill out, you may
want to avoid a common
phrase that means the

same thing. the expression
has no r, and native
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speakers use it to mean to
relax. however, the r is a
distinctive feature of the
american english dialect

and it is sometimes
pronounced. this may

cause confusion if youre
not familiar with it.
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